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I. Introduction and Summary 

1. CNOC’s Part I Application to Review and Vary TRP 2011-703 and Telecom 

Regulatory Policy 2011-704 (R&V Application) requested changes to a number of 

determinations in those decisions based on its claim that the Commission made a 

number of errors in reaching those determinations. The Cable Carriers’ answer 

addresses the five errors cited by CNOC respecting the determinations in TRP 2011-

703 of the monthly 100 Mbps capacity charges (“Capacity Rates”) established for the 

Cable Carriers, as well as CNOC’s request regarding the transition period for 

aggregated points of interconnection (POIs) for the Cable Carriers’ Third Party 

Internet Access (TPIA) services and the request to make rates interim.  

2. The first error cited by CNOC was that the Commission failed to conduct a sufficiently 

transparent tariffing process for the determination of the monthly Capacity Rates for 

the Cable Carriers, and with respect to other charges for the incumbent local 

exchange carriers (ILECs).  CNOC requested that the Commission conduct a tariff 

review process in which counsel and experts for parties have full access to the 

information filed in confidence by the Cable Carriers.  

3. CNOC requested the following three specific changes in the methodology to calculate 

the Capacity Rates for the Cable Carriers: 

(1) Calculate rates based on peak traffic capacity used rather than monthly 

traffic volume; 

(2) Reflect demand for all services that share network capacity, rather than 

basing demand on internet services only; and 

(3) Take account of “statistical effects of aggregating the peak usage of all 

independent ISPs and the related excess capacity that is never used by 

independent ISPs” to prevent overcompensating the Cable Carriers.  

4. CNOC also requested that the Commission mandate annual reviews of the Capacity 

Rates to take into account changes in peak traffic demand and decreases in facilities 

costs. 
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5. In addition, CNOC requested that the independent ISPs be provided a three year, 

instead of two year period to transition to aggregated POIs.  CNOC also requested 

that the Commission make interim the Capacity Rates for the Cable Carriers. 

6. The Cable Carriers submit that the relief requested in the R&V Application should be 

denied.  The Cable Carriers disagree with CNOC’s claim that the Capacity Rates are 

based on the errors cited.  CNOC has failed to establish that the alleged lack of 

transparency constituted an error in law.  CNOC’s proposed remedy – to allow 

confidential access to confidential information – is not justified on procedural or 

substantive grounds.  CNOC’s request to have access to all of the Cable Carriers’ 

confidential costing data is either related to a desire to obtain access to competitively 

sensitive information or a desire to double check the Commission’s math.  Neither is 

appropriate in the circumstances of this case. 

7. CNOC’s requested variances would serve only to artificially lower the Capacity Rates 

for the Cable Carriers’ wholesale access services.  If the Commission were to grant 

these requests, the Cable Carriers would be denied the opportunity to recover the 

costs of providing TPIA services.   

8. Artificially lowering the Capacity Rates would violate subsection 1(b)(ii) of the Policy 

Direction which requires that economic regulatory measures neither deter 

economically efficient competitive entry nor promote economically inefficient entry, as 

well as subsection 1(b)(iv), which requires network access arrangements to be 

technologically and competitively neutral and not to artificially favour either Canadian 

carriers or resellers.1   

9. Finally, the Commission should reject CNOC’s request for a one-year extension to the 

transition period for TPIA aggregated POIs.  Doing so would require Cable Carriers to 

make unwarranted investments in disaggregated POIs. It would also unduly 

advantage wholesale ISP customers by extending the period during which they avoid 

the Capacity Rates that apply only at aggregated POIs.  

                                                 
1 Direction to the CRTC on Implementing the Canadian Telecommunications Policy Objectives. 
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II. Regulatory Transparency 

10. In paragraph 5(1) of its application CNOC has alleged that the Commission erred 

in law by failing to “conduct a sufficiently transparent tariffing process for the 

determination of the monthly 100 Mbps capacity charges (“Capacity Rates”) for 

Bell, Cogeco, Rogers and Videotron… thereby effectively depriving CNOC and 

other interested parties of the procedural fairness (i.e., the right to be heard in a 

proceeding and test the evidence of parties adverse in interest)”. 

11. To remedy this alleged error of law, CNOC has urged the Commission to adopt the 

same procedures as the Canadian International Trade Tribunal (“CITT”) which 

would permit outside counsel and experts retained by parties to have access to 

confidential information filed by other parties. 

12. Failure to do so in the original proceeding, in CNOC’s view, amounts to an error of 

law. 

13. There are a number of reasons why CNOC’s allegations respecting lack of 

transparency in the proceedings under review do not constitute an error of law and 

should be rejected. 

The CRTC’s approach complies with the Telecommunications Act 

14. The Canadian International Trade Tribunal Act (“CITTA”), which governs the 

CITT’s proceedings, provides for a significantly different treatment of confidential 

information than the Telecommunications Act, which governs the CRTC’s 

proceedings.  The procedures espoused by CNOC are set forth in the CITTA 

legislation – not simply in its rules of procedure.  Section 45(1) of the CITTA 

specifically permits disclosure of confidential information to external counsel and 

experts retained by the parties under certain prescribed safeguards: 

(3) Notwithstanding subsection (1), information to which that 
subsection applies that has been provided to the Tribunal in 
any proceedings before the Tribunal may be disclosed by the 
Tribunal to counsel for any party to those proceedings or to 
other proceedings arising out of those proceedings or to an 
expert, acting under the control or direction of that counsel, for 
use, notwithstanding any other Act or law, by that counsel or 
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expert only in those proceedings, subject to any conditions 
that the Tribunal considers reasonably necessary or desirable 
to ensure that the information will not, without the written 
consent of the person who provided the information to the 
Tribunal, be disclosed by counsel or the expert to any person 
in any manner that is calculated or likely to make it available to 

(a) any party to the proceedings or other proceedings, 
including a party who is represented by that counsel or on 
whose behalf the expert is acting; or 

(b) any business competitor or rival of any person to whose 
business or affairs the information relates. 

15. In contrast to section 45(1) of the CITTA, section 39(4) of the Telecommunications 

Act set forth a different treatment of confidential information, requiring a case-by-

case assessment of whether disclosure is in the public interest: 

(4)  Where designated information is submitted in the course 
of proceedings before the Commission, the Commission may 
disclose or require its disclosure where it determines, after 
considering any representations from interested persons, that 
the disclosure is in the public interest. 

 
16. The CRTC Rules of Practice and Procedure, which were reviewed and amended 

as recently as 15 months ago provide the framework followed by the Commission 

in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding.  These rules are consistent with the statutory 

requirements of the Telecommunications Act. 

17. The CITTA is a different Act with a different purpose, and different statutory 

provisions respecting disclosure of confidential information. 

 

The CRTC has rejected the approach advocated by CNOC 
 
18. Secondly, the Commission examined the approach urged on it by CNOC as 

recently as 2007 in a public proceeding that solicited much broader public input on 

the issue than the current proceeding, and rejected the idea. 
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19. In Broadcasting Public Notice CRTC 2007-114 and Telecom Public Notice CRTC 

2007-19 of October 12, 2007, Call for comments on a proposed Practice Direction 

on the Provision of Confidential Access to Confidential Information, the 

Commission sought public comment on a proposal to provide confidential access 

to confidential information to external counsel and experts retained by a party to a 

proceeding if certain tests were met and certain safeguards complied with.  

Following public input that the Commission described in Broadcasting Public 

Notice CRTC 2007-129 and Telecom Public Notice CRTC 2007-20 as “almost all 

opposed [to] its adoption,” the Commission decided not to proceed with the 

proposal at that time. 

20. One of the issues raised by interveners in the TPN 2007-19 proceeding related to 

the risks inherent in providing commercially sensitive confidential information to the 

relatively small number of lawyers and consultants in the Canadian 

communications sector.  As pointed out by Bell Canada and Bell Aliant in their 

October 24, 2007 submission in that proceeding: 

(d)  The communications (legal) bar is very small, and 
communications lawyers often act as strategic advisors 
to their client(s) beyond the confines of a specific matter 
before the Commission.  There is often overlap (factual 
and legal) between CRTC proceedings.  Notwithstanding 
any declarations or undertakings, an outside counsel (or 
an expert) simply cannot put up “ethical walls” in his or 
her head.2 

21. The Cable Carriers share these concerns in the context of CNOC’s current 

application. 

22. It is noteworthy that when the Commission conducted a comprehensive review of 

its Rules of Practice and Procedure culminating in a new set of rules on December 

23, 2010, just 15 months ago, the process proposed by CNOC was not included in 

                                                 
2 “The lawyer cannot compartmentalize his or her mind so as to screen out what has been gleaned from the 

client and what was acquired elsewhere.”  (See MacDonald Estate v. Martin (1990), 77 D.L.R. (4th) 249). 
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the new Rules proposed by the Commission and approved by the Governor in 

Council. 

23. In light of the Commission’s rulings, it would be wrong to adopt CNOC’s proposed 

process on an ad hoc basis in the context of CNOC’s R&V Application.  

CNOC has failed to establish that its lack of access to confidential information 
deprived it of an opportunity to meaningfully participate in the proceeding 

24. The third reason for rejecting CNOC’s proposal is that even if the Commission had 

adopted the procedures on which it sought public comment in 2007, CNOC would 

have failed the test for confidential access proposed at that time.  That test 

required the party seeking confidential access to demonstrate: “why, without 

confidential access to confidential information, the requesting party could not 

meaningfully participate in the proceeding.”   

25. As will be explained below, CNOC’s proposal fails on two counts.  First, in the TRP 

2011-703 proceeding, the issues identified in Telecom Notice of Consultation 

CRTC 2011-77 were all methodological and could be addressed fully without 

detailed costing data. And second with respect to the company tariff filings 

pursuant to TRP 2010-632 that were joined into the proceeding by TNC 2011-77-

2, CNOC did not claim during the proceeding that it could not meaningfully 

participate in the tariff process. Rather, CNOC posed many requests for 

information and filed requests for public disclosure of information that had been 

filed in confidence.  In a large number of instances the CNOC requests for 

disclosure were granted by the CRTC.   

26. Turning to the first issue in depth, in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding, the issues 

identified in Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2011-77 were all 

methodological:   

12.  Comments are invited on: 

i. How best to implement the following principles with respect 
to large incumbents’ wholesale services used by Small ISPs; 
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a. As a general rule, ordinary consumers served by Small 
ISPs should not have to fund the bandwidth used by the 
heaviest retail Internet service consumers. 

b. It is in the best interest of consumers that Small ISPs, which 
offer competitive alternatives to the incumbent carriers, should 
continue to do so. 

ii. Whether the Commission should set a minimum threshold 
level for the sale of bandwidth by large incumbent carriers to 
the Small ISPs and, if so, what should it be; 

iii. Whether it is appropriate to hold an online consultation as 
part of its review; and 

iv. Whether it is appropriate to hold an oral public hearing as 
part of its review. 

13. In their comments, parties should provide full supporting 
rationale and all evidence on which they rely. In addition, 
parties requesting or proposing changes to the regulatory 
approach are expected to demonstrate, as applicable, how 
such changes would: 

i.  Benefit consumers to allow them fulsome access to the 
Internet; 

ii. Respect the principle that ordinary consumers served by 
Small ISPs should not fund the bandwidth used by the 
heaviest retail Internet service consumers; and 

iii. Ensure that Small ISPs retain flexibility and continue to be a 
source of innovation in the industry.3 

 
27. These issues were broad policy issues or issues concerning billing methodologies 

– not costing data.  They could be, and were, fully canvassed and addressed 

without access to the data to which CNOC now seeks access.   

28. The primary issue for consideration in the public proceeding that followed the 

Public Notice was the appropriate billing model for use in connection with 

wholesale high-speed Internet services offered by the ILECs and Cable Carriers.  

That issue revolved around three principal proposals – one of which was proposed 
                                                 
3 TNC 2011-77 at para. 12. 
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by CNOC.  CNOC was given ample opportunity to present and defend its 

proposed model and to comment on the proposals made by other parties.  The 

selection of the appropriate models did not require access to any confidential data. 

29. This is also true of the variances sought in CNOC’s Implementation Application 

and its Application for Review and Variance of TRP 2011-703. 

30. CNOC’s Implementation Application raises three issues which may be summarized 

as follows: 

a. Amend the TPIA tariffs to allow wholesale ISP customers 
to allocate purchased capacity dynamically to one or 
more interfaces; 

b. Amend the TPIA tariffs to require the Cable Carriers to 
process wholesale ISP customers’ orders for changes in 
capacity “very quickly (i.e., in real time or no later than 
two business day’s after such a request is made)” 

c. Confirm that the Cable Carriers are required to provide 
speed-matching in the TPIA tariffs for both disaggregated 
and aggregated points of interconnection (POIs). 

31. None of these issues requires access to confidential information. 

32. The same is true of CNOC’s Application for Review and Variance of TRP 2011-

703.  As discussed in the Cable Carriers’ substantive response to CNOC’s other 

grounds for review and variance, that application raises a number of non-

procedural issues.  As noted below, consideration of these issues does not require 

granting CNOC’s request for greater transparency.  

 
i) revise Capacity Rates to use peak capacity utilized in Mbps in place 

of the GB to Mbps conversion factor  
 

This is a methodological issue regarding the type of information and 

formula used to calculate the Capacity Rate.  Access to confidential 

information is not required for CNOC to argue in favour of this proposal.  

Notably, CNOC argues that other carriers should adopt the methodology 
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used by MTS Allstream, even though CNOC did not have access to 

MTS Allstream’s inputs regarding peak capacity measured in Mbps.4  

 

ii) revise Capacity Rates to include unit demand for “all services” 
including video services that use the same infrastructure 

 
This is again a methodological argument that does not require access to 

confidential information to argue.  The Cable carriers have already 

explained in past proceedings how the costs for other services such as 

video are carved out of costs associated with the provision of wholesale 

TPIA services.  The Commission has specifically established cost 

allocations and the cost per channel to be used in the Cable Carriers’ 

costing studies.  These rules preclude the inclusion of costs for other 

services such as video. 

 
iii) revise the Capacity Rates for statistical effects of aggregating ISP 

peak usage  
 

The underlying information regarding each independent ISP’s peak 

usage is already available to CNOC from its members, as further 

demonstrated in the analysis filed by CNOC in support of its R&V 

Application.5  CNOC does not need access to any confidential 

information from the Cable Carriers to make this argument. 

 
iv) conduct annual reviews of the rates to capture changes in costs 

and traffic 
 

Again, this is not a data-specific argument.  It can be made without access 

to any confidential data. 

 
v) extend TPIA aggregated POI transition to 3 years, largely based on 

third parties’ discounted transport rates for 3 year contracts  
 

                                                 
4 MTS Allstream(CNOC)11Feb11-1 VDAS. The Commission did not grant CNOC’s request for disclosure of 

the information on capacity of the inputs to MTS Allstream’s capacity costing model. 
5 Report on the Impact of Capacity-based Wholesale Tariffs on Independent ISPs, prepared by Analysis 

Group, Inc. (the AGI Report), paragraph 18. 
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Again, this proposal does not rely on disclosure of confidential costs by 
cable carriers. 

 
vi) make rates interim as of date of application  

 
As with the other requested variances, no data, let alone confidential data, 
is required to make this argument.  In any event, as noted in the detailed 
discussion of this request, Telecom Decision 2012-60 already made all 
terms and conditions interim as of February 1, 2012. 

  

33. CNOC has failed to establish that its ability to participate in a meaningful way was 

in any way affected by its lack of access to relevant data.  It would therefore 

appear that CNOC’s request to have access to all of the Cable Carriers’ 

confidential costing data is either related to a desire to obtain access to 

competitively sensitive information or a desire to double check the Commission’s 

math.  Neither is appropriate in the circumstances of this case. 

34.  Turning to the company tariff filings, CNOC did not claim that it could not 

meaningfully participate in the proceeding.  It is only now after CNOC has seen the 

approved rates that it retroactively argues that it could not meaningfully participate.  

35. More importantly, CNOC’s assertion is incorrect. CNOC filed extensive comments 

on the various companies’ tariff filings on January 10, 2011.  CNOC posed 40 

requests for information to Cogeco, QMI, Rogers and Shaw alone on February 11, 

2011 with additional questions posed to other parties. On March 18, 2011 following 

the established procedures of the CRTC, CNOC had the opportunity to submit 

requests for disclosure of information for which confidentiality had been claimed in 

the answers. CNOC made 17 requests for disclosure concerning responses 

submitted by Cogeco, QMI, Rogers and Shaw. In its April 5, 2011 ruling, the CRTC 

ordered the requested disclosure in 14 of the 17 instances. On May 31, 2011, 

CNOC submitted requests for disclosure of information for which confidentiality 

had been claimed for a later round of questions. In its June 13, 2011 ruling, the 

CRTC ordered disclosure for 3 of the 8 requests. Finally, on July 6, 2011, CNOC 

submitted a third round of requests for disclosure of information for which 

confidentiality had been claimed for yet a later round of questions.  In this instance 

CNOC had only one request for disclosure of Cogeco information amongst the four 
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cable companies. In its July 8, 2011 ruling, the CRTC ordered disclosure of the 

Cogeco information.  In short, CNOC gained access to the majority of the data for 

which it requested disclosure during the proceeding.  CNOC did not allege at that 

time that the Commission erred in its rulings on confidentiality, nor has CNOC 

alleged any error in this application respecting these rulings.  At no time did CNOC 

allege during the proceeding that it could not meaningfully participate.   

36. In its 71-page Final Written Argument filed on July 29, 2011, CNOC’s submission 

on the matter of transparency in tariffing was found in paragraphs 87 (for the ILEC 

cost studies) and paragraph 176 (for the cable carriers cost studies): 

At the outset CNOC notes that, in a number of cases, [ILECs] cable carriers 
have filed, in confidence, certain information required by interested parties 
to test the cable carriers’ evidence. The Commission has supported a 
certain number of these claims for confidentiality, which means that 
interested parties do not have the ability to test more fully the assumptions 
made by the [ILECs] cable carriers in the application of the Phase II 
framework. In such cases, CNOC is requesting that the Commission 
diligently review the basis of the application by the [ILECs] cable carriers of 
the Phase II principles and methods approved by the Commission. 
 

37. In those cases where the reasonableness of the carriers’ costs needed to be 

assessed by the Commission using confidential information provided by the 

carriers, the Commission exercised its judgment with assistance from its staff, who 

have training in these areas of expertise.  This is fully consistent with the terms of 

the Telecommunications Act. 

Procedural Fairness 

38. Finally, the rules of procedural fairness that CNOC seeks to rely on to establish an 

error of law in the TRP 2011-703 process, do not extend to the level of granularity 

alleged by CNOC in its R&V Application, where a carrier’s confidential information 

would have to be provided to a competitor’s outside counsel and experts.  The 

principles of natural justice vary depending on the nature of the judicial or quasi-

judicial process under consideration and the nature of the issues involved.  In the 

case of CRTC tariff proceedings for wholesale internet access services, while both 

carriers and ISPs have an economic interest in the outcome, so does the general 
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public.  This process therefore differs significantly from a dispute between parties 

before a court, where the rules of natural justice are strictest.  As an expert 

tribunal, the Commission is charged with applying statutory provisions to 

determine just and reasonable rates and terms of service for carriers subject to its 

jurisdiction.  It is assisted in this task by interveners – but the Commission is 

always subject to a statutory mandate to make its own determination of rates and 

to balance competing interests in a manner that serves the public interest.  It has 

an expert staff to assist it in carrying out this function. 

39. The duty to be fair is a principle of natural justice. The presence of a duty to be fair 

cannot be assumed to exist in all instances; it must be proven. The Cable Carriers 

concede that this is the type of proceeding to which procedural fairness applies. 

What the duty to be fair consists of in each case, however, must also be proven. In 

this case, the Cable Carriers submit that there was no breach of natural justice in 

the context of the TRP 2011-703 proceeding.  

40. Historically, the right to procedural fairness consisted of two rights: the right to be 

heard and the right to have an impartial adjudicator. Over time, the content of a 

duty of fairness moved beyond these two categories, to a general duty of fairness 

owed by tribunals.6 The specific content of the duty of fairness is different in all 

cases though7 and will depend on various factors such as the nature and mandate 

of the tribunal, the type of proceeding, and the statutory framework governing 

proceedings.8 

41. Procedural fairness will include a variety of specific procedures. These must 

include the requirements of notice of the proceeding, consultation with and input 

from affected parties by written or oral arguments. The procedures must be 

“meaningful and realistic, designed to ensure that there is a real opportunity for 

persons affected to take reasonable steps to try to influence the decision.”9 This 

                                                 
6 Elliott v. Board of Education of Burin Peninsula, 1998 CanLII 18114 (NL CA) at para. 36 [Elliott]. 
7 Knight v. Board of Education of Indian Head School Division No. 19, [1990] 1 SCR 653 at p. 512 [Knight]. 
8 Newfoundland Telephone Co. v. Board of Commissioners of Public Utilities (Nfld.) [1992] 1 SCR 623 at 

pp. 134-135 [Newfoundland Telephone]. See also generally: Magnasonic Canada Ltd. v. Canada (Anti-
dumping Tribunal) [1972] FC 1239. 

9 Elliott at para. 47. 
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does not require or guarantee full disclosure of all information between parties, or 

between the Commission and parties. The aim of natural justice is not to create 

“‘procedural perfection’ but to achieve a certain balance between the need for 

fairness, efficiency and predictability of outcome.”10 

42. On the nature and mandate of the tribunal, the Supreme Court of Canada stated of 

administrative tribunals that: 

Those that are primarily adjudicative in their functions will be expected to 
comply with the standard [of procedural fairness] applicable to courts.... At 
the other end of the scale are boards with popularly elected members such 
as those dealing with planning and development whose members are 
municipal councillors. With those boards the standard will be much more 
lenient.... Administrative boards that deal with matters of policy will be 
closely comparable to the boards composed of municipal councillors.11 

   
43. In other words, in the context of a criminal trial, the right to procedural fairness will 

differ from what is required in the context of a statutory, policy-making tribunal. The 

duty of procedural fairness for the latter is generally more lenient. The Commission 

is a federally-constituted tribunal with a limited statutory mandate found in the 

Telecommunications Act. In performing this mandate it is guided by the 

telecommunications policy for Canada set forth in the Act, as well as the 

substantive provisions of the Act.  The Commission has consistently exercised its 

jurisdiction with a view to serving the public interest as opposed to particular 

parties’ individual interests.  It does not generally issue decisions on the basis of 

what is right for an individual party, but for all Canadians.12 Therefore, procedural 

fairness must be measured according to whether the Commission was informed 

sufficiently about the issues to make a policy-based decision for all Canadians, 

and not whether each party was informed of the other parties’ evidence. 

44. In the TRP 2011-703 preceding the Commission sought input from interested 

parties on the issues it had identified in its public notice, including the public at 
                                                 
10 Knight at p. 512. 
11 Newfoundland Telephone. 
12 There are limited circumstances where the Commission will adjudicate a dispute between parties – but 

one of the criteria for such hearings is that the issues raised are not more broadly relevant to the public 
at large.  In such proceedings, the rules of procedural fairness may be stricter. 
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large. It did so because it recognized that this was not a dispute between the 

carriers and the independent ISPs respecting their economic interests – but also of 

significant interest to the public at large, as well as consumer protection groups.  

The fact that the proceeding had wide-ranging impact beyond the interests of the 

parties, and a significant public interest component means that the parties are not 

owed a duty of complete disclosure as between them.  

45. All parties were afforded the same treatment in the proceeding. The consultation 

leading up to the decision was extensive and afforded all parties opportunities to 

be heard at each stage of the public process. The public process included the 

following steps: 

• The Commission issued a public notice identifying the issues to be 
addressed in submissions;  

• The Commission entertained submissions from CNOC and other parties on 
expansion of the scope of the public proceeding and made rulings on these 
applications after hearing from other interested parties; 

• Parties were given the opportunity to file written submissions and evidence; 

• Parties were given the opportunity to pose interrogatories to the other 
interested parties to clarify their evidence or submissions or to ask other 
relevant questions;  

• Interested parties were given the opportunity to challenge any claims to 
confidential treatment of information and the parties asserting such claims 
were required to defend their positions prior to a written ruling by the 
Commission; 

• Parties were permitted to appear at a public hearing to present their views 
to the Commission;  

• Parties were permitted to file written arguments; 

• The Commission issued a final written decision with reasons.  
 

46. The Commission was transparent about the issues in the proceeding and the 

evidence it would, and did consider in making its decision. The Commission 
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afforded parties an opportunity to debate the question of confidentiality. It found 

that the harm that would befall the carriers through public disclosure of the 

information in question would not be outweighed by the public interest in public 

disclosure.  In performing this function, the Commission was acting in accordance 

with the provisions of the Telecommunications Act and its Rules of Practice and 

Procedure. 

47. In requesting further access to confidential business information, the Applicant is 

effectively seeking to put itself in the position of the Commission. Procedural 

fairness does not require the Commission to give each party all the information 

such that they may adjudicate the issue themselves. There is no common law 

requirement that complete disclosure between the parties is necessary for a 

tribunal to make an informed decision and for parties to meaningfully participate in 

the tribunal process. This is especially so when the evidence is confidential 

business information and the Commission has developed procedures, with parties’ 

input and consent, to maintain necessary confidentiality. 

48. By providing all of these opportunities to participate, the Commission has fully 

satisfied the requirements of natural justice for procedural fairness. 

49. The rules of natural justice do not require that CNOC be placed in the same 

position as the Commission to render a decision.  They simply require that CNOC 

be given notice of the issues, access to enough non-confidential material as is 

necessary to comment on those issues, and an opportunity to comment.  In the 

TRP-703 proceeding, CNOC was given considerably more opportunity to 

participate than is required by the rules of procedural fairness. 

 

III. Reasonableness and Affordability of the Capacity Rates 

50. CNOC argued that the Capacity Rates resulting from TRP 2011-703 are 

unreasonable and unaffordable, and will not lead to sustainable competition.13  In 

support of these claims, CNOC filed two reports: (a) “Analysis of Incumbent Costs 

                                                 
13 CNOC’s R&V Application, paragraphs 7, 10, 12, 29, 54,   
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Underlying Capacity-based Billing of Independent ISPs,” prepared by Nordicity 

(the Nordicity Report); and (b) “Report on the Impact of Capacity-based Wholesale 

Tariffs on Independent ISPs,” prepared by Analysis Group, Inc. (the AGI Report).  

51. The Cable Carriers submit that the Nordicity Report relies on flawed assumptions 

to support its conclusions respecting the costs of the Cable Carriers’ networks.  As 

detailed in Appendix A to this submission, the Nordicity Report relied on irrelevant 

information on the costs of cable modems, not cable network infrastructure, in 

support of its findings that Cable Carriers’ costs are less than those estimated for 

Bell Canada.   

52. The AGI Report claimed that the Capacity Rates would not provide independent 

ISPs with sufficient margins to compete in the retail market, based on a 

comparison of legacy wholesale access service rates, the independent ISPs’ retail 

rates and the Capacity Rates approved in TRP 2011-703.  Appendix B to this 

submission describes in more detail the flaws in the AGI Report.  Among the flaws 

is the approach used to develop alternative input costs for independent ISPs.  The 

comparison is based on combining the Access Rates approved for Bell, Rogers 

and Videotron with the Capacity Rates approved for MTS Allstream.  This 

disregards the fact that MTS Allstream recovers a greater share of its costs 

through other charges for wholesale access services that are not included in AGI’s 

analysis.   

53. The AGI Report’s negative view of the affordability of the Cable Carriers’ Capacity 

Rates stands in stark contrast to public statements by independent ISPs and 

changes they have made to their retail rates since TRP 2011-703 took effect. 

“We’ve seen massive growth of new clients,” [Jean-Phillippe] Béique 
[president and owner of Electronic Box Inc.] said. “We pretty much doubled 
our size in three months.”  
Distributel has seen an influx of new customers under the capacity-based 
regime after undertaking an aggressive marketing campaign in the Montreal 
area, Cohen said.14 

 
                                                 
14 “Quebec Internet competition surges as independents offer unlimited plans,” The Wire Report, March 21, 

2012.  
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54. As this article demonstrates, independent ISPs have improved their competitive 

position as a result of the Capacity Rates approved in TRP 2011-703.  This has 

been the case not just in Quebec but in other regions as well.  Independent ISPs 

offer retail services that include competitively-priced options with large and 

unlimited usage allowances.   

55. The evidence from the retail market indicates that TRP 2011-703 has been 

positive for independent ISPs that want to use TPIA services.  In contrast, there is 

little evidence that independent ISPs have sought out MTS Allstream’s wholesale 

access services even though MTS Allstream’s Capacity Rates are cited frequently 

in CNOC’s R&V Application as the model for other carriers.  

 

IV. Measuring Traffic Using Peak Capacity (Mbps) 

56. CNOC claimed that the Commission erred by approving Capacity Rates for the 

Cable Carriers based on using conversion factors to convert costs per volume, 

measured in GB/month, to costs per peak capacity, measured in Mbps/month.  

CNOC argued that derivation of Capacity Rates using monthly traffic volumes that 

were converted to capacity based rates “raises serious questions about the 

reasonableness and affordability” of those rates for the Cable Carriers.15  The 

basis for this argument rests on remarks in the AGI Report filed by CNOC and 

comparisons with the Capacity Rates for MTS Allstream. 

57. The AGI Report described a two step process whereby the total usage costs were 

divided by the total GB transferred in a month and that cost per gigabyte was 

converted to a cost per Mbps using a conversion factor.16  This overly simplistic 

description was relied on to support the conclusion of the AGI Report that the 

Cable Carriers’ Capacity Rates do not accurately reflect capacity.  While the AGI 

Report is critical of this approach, it also relied on a conversion factor to convert 

                                                 
15 CNOC R&V Application, paragraph 70. 
16 AGI Report, paragraph 19. 
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independent ISPs’ utilization data from GB to Mbps in its derivation of comparisons 

of retail prices to wholesale costs.17 

58. The Cable Carriers derived the total usage costs based on the facilities necessary 

to provision the 95th percentile of the peak of total traffic on the Cable Carriers’ 

network.  Thus, the measure of costs in the numerator for the derivation of unit 

costs corresponds to the capacity demand on the network at the peak.  The 

measure of demand for the denominator in the derivation of the unit costs could 

have been in terms of volume (GB) or capacity at the peak (Mbps).   

59. The Cable Carriers had proposed that wholesale ISP customers be charged a rate 

per GB, so the unit costs were derived by dividing the total costs by GB of traffic 

volume.  In response to requests for information from the Commission, the Cable 

Carriers converted the Capacity Rate to Mbps using a conversion factor.  The 

conversion factor was obtained by measuring the number of kbps at peak 

associated with a gigabyte of volume, scaled up to Mbps.   

60. The CNOC R&V Application implies that a different Capacity Rate per Mbps would 

have been obtained if the Cable Carriers had divided the total costs by Mbps in the 

first instance rather than applying a conversion factor.  This is not mathematically 

possible.  The Mbps used as an input to the conversion factor is the same as the 

Mbps that would have been used as the denominator to derive the Capacity Rate.  

61. This can be demonstrated by the following illustrative examples.  In the first 

example, a volume rate is calculated that is then converted to a capacity rate.  In 

the second example, a capacity rate is calculated directly.  In both examples, the 

total costs used to derive the unit rate remain the same.  

 

                                                 
17 AGI Report, paragraph 18, footnote 47. 
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 Example (1) 
Volume Rate 

Example (2) 
Capacity Rate 

a Costs = $1000 Costs = $1000 
b Volume at peak = 5000 GB  
c Costs/GB = (a/b) = $0.20  
d Capacity at peak = 25 Mbps Capacity = 25 Mbps 
e Conversion factor = (d/b)  

= 0.005 Mbps/GB 
= 5.0 kbps/GB 

 

f Costs/Mbps = (c/e) = $40 Costs/Mbps = (a/d) = $40 
 

62. As the above example indicates, the Capacity Rate is unaffected by the fact that 

the Cable Carriers applied a conversion factor to obtain the Capacity Rate from a 

volume-based rate rather using capacity measured in Mbps to calculate the rate in 

the first instance.  The only difference is the number of steps used to arrive at the 

Capacity Rate expressed in dollars per Mbps.   

63. The issues raised by CNOC in its R&V Application regarding the Cable Carriers’ 

methodology to derive the Capacity Rate are not caused by the introduction of 

additional steps in the derivation.  Rather, the concerns are whether the units of 

demand employed are “potentially inconsistent with the actual peak utilization 

faced by independent ISPs” (emphasis added).18   

64. Costing and rating exercises, by their nature, are based on forecasts. It is not 

possible to guarantee that these forecasts will match perfectly the actual costs, or 

demand associated with the service going forward.  However, the potential for 

discrepancy between forecast and actual values would not be remedied by 

requiring the Cable Carriers to recalculate the Capacity Rates without first applying 

conversion factors to volume-based rates.   

65. The AGI Report argues that a GB/month to Mbps conversion factor cannot be 

reliably calculated because Internet usage has not exhibited consistent usage 

patterns.19  Yet it does not demonstrate that measuring usage in terms of Mbps 

                                                 
18 CNOC R&V Application, paragraph 64, as quoted from the AGI Report at paragraph 22. 
19 AGI Report, paragraph 21. 
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would be unaffected by inconsistencies in usage patterns or potential 

discrepancies between forecast and actual values.  

66. CNOC’s suggestion that MTS Allstream’s Capacity Rate is “much lower than the 

others” because it was based on peak capacity rather than volume is without merit.  

MTS Allstream’s Capacity Rate is lower for the reasons noted in TRP 2011-703:  

 
MTS Allstream’s monthly rate for capacity results from the size and relative 
simplicity of its network, which provides service in only three exchanges, 
and from its network design, which differs from that of the Bell companies. 
As a result of the network design, certain functionality is not required in MTS 
Allstream’s network (e.g. broadband remote access server functionality). In 
addition, certain costs are captured in a one-time service charge rather than 
in the monthly capacity rate.20 
 

67. The costs used in the numerator of MTS Allstream’s Capacity Rate, and the fact 

that MTS Allstream’s tariff structure recovers some of its costs from one-time 

service charges, explain the differences in the Capacity Rates among carriers.  It 

is not because of the sequence of calculations used by MTS Allstream to express 

these costs in terms of Mbps.  

68. CNOC’s wholehearted support for the methodology used by MTS Allstream to 

derive its Capacity Rate stands in contrast to CNOC’s submission in the TRP 

2011-703 proceeding that the MTS Allstream approach was plagued with 

problems.   

It is accordingly apparent that the MTSA cost study not only suffers from the 
same problems related to peak period usage as is the case with The 
Companies cost study, discussed earlier, but that the MTSA cost study, as 
is the case with TCC, does not even contain a measure of Internet traffic in 
the peak period on a standalone basis.21 
 

69. CNOC has discarded its concerns with the MTS Allstream methodology in its R&V 

Application in order to bring about reductions in other carriers’ Capacity Rate to a 

level comparable with that approved for MTS Allstream.   

                                                 
20 TRP 2011-703, footnote 56.  MTS Allstream’s one-time service charge for each VDSL access is $178.60, 

according to MTS Allstream’s TN 721, approved in Telecom Order 2012-55.  
21 CNOC Final Argument, TNC 2011-77, July 29, 2011, paragraph 150. 
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70. CNOC has not demonstrated that its proposed methodology to derive the Capacity 

Rate is superior to the approach used by the Cable Carriers. The variance in the 

methodology would not alter the level of the rate or address the concerns raised in 

CNOC’s R&V Application.  Accordingly, the Commission should not vary this part 

of TRP 2011-703.  

 
V. Unit Demand for “All Services” 

71. CNOC argued that the Cable Carriers’ Capacity Rates are inflated because the 

rates are not based on the demand from all services carried on the shared 

network.  In support of its argument, CNOC pointed to MTS Allstream’s 

methodology that included IPTV, internet, voice and business services.  

72. MTS Allstream provides retail and wholesale Internet services on the same 

facilities used to provide IPTV. As MTS Allstream stated in the proceeding, its 

costs reflected shared equipment and network elements.22  It would be consistent 

with this costing methodology to take into account the demand from all services 

that drive the costs included in the study.  

73. It is not appropriate to compare MTS Allstream’s methodology to the Cable 

Carriers.  The costs for the Cable Carriers’ traffic-sensitive network resources 

included in the cost studies for TPIA services reflect internet services only and do 

not include costs associated with any other service.  It would be entirely 

inconsistent with Phase II costing principles to divide the costs causal to providing 

internet service by the demand generated by services other than internet.   

74. The adjustment sought by CNOC would result in a mismatch between costs and 

demand drivers for those costs employed by the Cable Carriers in their cost 

studies.  The effect would be to artificially deflate the costs per unit of demand.   

75. The Commission determined in previous proceedings the attribution of costs 

between internet and other services provided by the Cable Carriers.23  Telecom 

                                                 
22 MTS Allstream(CRTC)15Sep10-101 listed the shared network elements; MTS 

Allstream(CNOC)11Feb11-1.    
23 Telecom Order 2000-789, Telecom Decision 2006-77. 
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Order 2000-789 provided directions on the appropriate costing of each channel 

used for internet services that has the effect of excluding the costs for channels 

used to deliver other services such as video.24  The Commission also explicitly 

excluded a portion of the Cable Carriers’ capital investments that it considered 

should be allocated to services other than internet.25  The Commission relied on 

similar analysis in Telecom Decision 2006-77 to determine the proportion of costs 

incurred by the Cable Carriers that should be allocated to internet services.26  

76. The Cable Carriers’ cost studies filed in the proceeding leading to TRP 2011-703 

relied on these past determinations, updated to reflect changes in network 

usage.27  The Cable Carriers explained in their responses to the Commission’s 

interrogatories that the costs reflected in their studies include only those that are 

causal to the provision of retail and wholesale internet access services.28  This 

approach is most consistent with Phase II costing principles that rates be based on 

the costs causal to a service and the demand for that service.  In contrast, CNOC 

wants to bring in the demand for other services while ignoring the costs associated 

with those services.  

77. The Cable Carriers do not agree with CNOC’s claim that the Commission erred in 

failing to consider actual “all services demand” in deriving the Capacity Rate for 

the Cable Carriers.  TRP 2011-703 noted CNOC’s arguments in that proceeding 

that bandwidth use in peak periods should include that generated by cable 

television and video on demand services.29 However, the Commission rejected 

CNOC’s argument because:  

CNOC provided no evidence to support its claims and proposed no 
quantitative adjustments to apply to the network providers’ capacity costs.30  
 

                                                 
24 Telecom Order 2000-789, paragraphs 97-98. 
25 Telecom Order 2000-7789, paragraph 95-96. 
26 Telecom Decision 2006-77, paragraphs  73-76, 77-80, 89-93, 109-111.  
27 Cogeco(CRTC)15Sep10-101, Attachment 3, Revised April 20, 2011, QMI (CRTC)5Apr11-1004, and 

Rogers(CRTC)15Sep10-106.  
28 Cogeco(CRTC)29Apr11-6 (d), Quebecor Media(CRTC)29Apr11-6 (d), and Rogers(CRTC)29Apr11-6 (d).  
29 TRP 2011-703, paragraph 114. 
30 TRP 2011-703, paragraph 115. 
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78. The Cable Carriers submit that CNOC’s R&V Application simply restated the same 

arguments it filed previously, without any new evidence or proposed adjustments.   

79. The variance sought by CNOC is unsubstantiated by any fact, and would artificially 

deflate the Capacity Rates of the Cable Carriers by including demand from 

services that are not causal to the costs used to derive these rates.  Accordingly, 

the Commission must reject CNOC’s proposed variance. 

 
VI. Adjusting for Statistical Effects of Aggregating ISPs’ Peak Usage 

80. CNOC proposed that the Commission adjust the Capacity Rate such that the cost 

per unit of demand is reduced by the ratio of the aggregate peak measured across 

all wholesale ISP customers to the mathematical sum of the individual peaks of 

each wholesale ISP customer.  CNOC argued that unless this adjustment is made, 

“ISPs will be paying for excess capacity that they never use.”31   

81. As a practical matter, CNOC did not indicate the source of information that should 

be used to derive the ratio for its proposed adjustment to the Capacity Rates.32  

However, it would appear that such a ratio would involve taking measurements of 

actual peak capacity used by each wholesale ISP customer.  The numerator in the 

ratio would require additional capacity measurement at the POI.  The time and 

resources necessary to implement a capacity measurement regime was one of the 

factors that contributed to the Commission’s decision to reject CNOC’s 95th 

percentile capacity model in TRP 2011-703.33  

82. The Cable Carriers submit that this proposed adjustment is without merit.  The 

Cable Carriers must provision the network to serve the capacity contracted by 

each wholesale ISP assuming the peaks of the ISPs’ capacity occur at the same 

time.  The implications of CNOC’s proposed adjustment is that the Cable Carriers 

                                                 
31 CNOC’s R&V Application, paragraph 84. 
32 CNOC’s R&V Application, paragraph 86 describes an adjustment factor equal to the “[actual peak 

WHSAS demand from all WHSAS customers during the carrier’s peak period] divided by [the sum of 
subscribed demand across all WHSAS customers].”   

33 TRP 2011-703, paragraphs 52-53. 
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can avoid costs by betting on the “statistical characteristics” of ISPs’ traffic that the 

peaks will be spread throughout the day.   

83. The more likely scenario is that wholesale ISP customers will seek to fill up the 

capacity in periods at times other than the peak.  In fact, a number of independent 

ISPs have introduced retail pricing models that are specifically designed to incent 

usage during off-peak periods following the implementation of the capacity based 

billing model.  The resulting change in usage behaviour has the potential to 

increase costs by driving network augmentation at an accelerated rate.  As the 

Cable Carriers explained in their Final Argument, this scenario will lead to under-

compensation of the Cable Carriers’ costs.34  The risk of under-compensation with 

the capacity model is far greater than the potential for overcompensation claimed 

in CNOC’s R&V Application and its submissions in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding.   

84. The Cable Carriers argued in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding against billing based 

on the wholesale ISP customers’ peaks observed at the POI because these peaks 

are not aligned with the timing and location of peaks at the nodes within the cable 

network.  As the Cable Carriers noted, the primary driver of usage-based costs is 

the requirement to augment capacity at specific nodes as peaks occur.35  There is 

no evidence that peak capacity measured at the POI correlates with utilization at 

individual nodes or individual ISPs.  This was, and remains, a concern with billing 

for capacity based on the peak capacity at the POI, regardless of whether the 

model is based on CNOC’s proposed 95th percentile or capacity reserved in 

advance as approved in TRP 2011-703.   

85. CNOC’s position in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding was that it was the carriers’ 

responsibility to manage capacity to deal with peaks in individual network 

segments.36  CNOC did not consider it necessary to take into account in the billing 

model variations in peaks at different times, for different ISPs or at different points 

in the network.  

                                                 
34 Cable Carriers’ Final Argument, July 29, 2011, paragraphs 26-35. 
35 Cable Carriers’ Final Argument, July 29, 2011, paragraph 5. 
36 CNOC Final Argument, July 29, 2011, paragraph 31. 
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I would like to just follow up to your question about the individual ISPs 
having different peaks.  It's actually to the incumbents' advantage. The 
worst-case scenario would be if every ISP peaked at the exact same time. 
That would drive the maximum amount of capacity that the incumbents 
would have to bill.  By having ISPs with different peaks, they're still billing 
the aggregate peak of all of those ISPs individually, with actually not having 
to deliver the aggregate sum of all those peaks in their network.37 
When it comes to billing, as long as we ensure that all of the costs are 
properly counted and that the peak rate is meant to recover those costs, the 
rest will be looked after by the statistical averaging of having so many ISPs 
affecting the network.38 

 

86. CNOC’s submissions in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding acknowledged the potential 

for overcompensation in the context of its proposed 95th percentile model, but 

stated it would be “prepared to live with this outcome due to the inherent simplicity 

and economic efficiency” of that model.39  While the Commission rejected that 

model in favour of MTS Allstream’s capacity based model, a common feature of 

these two models is that the wholesale ISP customer would be billed based on 

Mbps of capacity at the POI.   

87. CNOC is no longer “prepared to live” with the risk of overcompensation under the 

Commission’s chosen alternative, even though this capacity model has many of 

the same benefits of simplicity and efficiency.  It is equally curious that CNOC did 

not request that this adjustment be applied to MTS Allstream’s Capacity Rate.  The 

potential for “statistical effects” should be just as likely to occur with MTS Allstream 

as with any other wholesale access service provider.     

88. The difference between CNOC’s views in 2011 and now, and the selective 

application of the adjustment illuminate CNOC’s actual purpose, which is to reduce 

the Capacity Rates through whatever means it can imagine.  The Cable Carriers 

submit that CNOC’s proposed adjustment ratio should be rejected as simply 

another flawed attempt by CNOC to artificially deflate the Capacity Rate.  

                                                 
37 TNC 2011-77, Transcript, Volume 2, July 12, 2011, at 2514-2516. 
38 TNC 2011-77, Transcript, Volume 5, July 18, 2011, at 5314. 
39 CNOC(The Companies)20Apr11-7.  See also Transcript Volume 2, at lines 2825-2856. 
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VII. Automatic Annual Reviews 

89. CNOC argued that the Commission erred in fact because it did not provide “an 

automatic annual review of Capacity Rates based on the latest cost and peak 

traffic trends and forecasts.”40  In support of the request to introduce the annual 

reviews, CNOC argued that the Capacity Rates will need to be revised to reflect 

“rapidly declining network costs and rapidly increasing peak usage patterns.”41 

90. The Cable Carriers sought annual reviews of the rates based on current usage 

data, or in the alternative, using a three year average, in their Final Argument in 

the proceeding leading to TRP 2011-703.42  The purpose of the annual review 

sought by the Cable Carriers was for precisely the opposite reason given by 

CNOC in its R&V Application.   

91. CNOC stated that it is not seeking to alter the Commission’s approach to “fixing 

rates over a multi-year study period based on average economic costs over that 

study period.”43  The Cable Carriers’ proposed reviews were specifically intended 

to address concerns arising from “fixing the rates over a multi-year study”, 

particularly a ten year cost study.  

92. The Cable Carriers made it clear during their appearance at the oral hearing that 

fixing a single rate for the entire 10 year study period would be problematic.  The 

fixed rate represents a weighted average that provides wholesale ISP customers 

with the benefit of low average rates beginning in year one even though the cost 

efficiencies implied in those rates do not occur until the latter part of the study 

period when demand is higher.   

93. The Cable Carriers would be denied the opportunity to recover the costs of 

providing capacity unless the fixed rate remained in effect throughout the entire 

study period.  The Cable Carriers are very concerned that the fixed rate would be 

changed annually if CNOC’s request for annual reviews was granted.  The 
                                                 
40 CNOC R&V Application, paragraph 88. 
41 CNOC R&V Application, paragraph 91. 
42 Cable Carriers’ Final Argument, July 29, 2011, paragraph 35. 
43 CNOC R&V Application, paragraph 91. 
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historical record on TPIA rates indicates that these have changed well before the 

10 year study period was completed.  As a result, wholesale ISPs using TPIA have 

benefited from cost savings before they were realized by the Cable Carriers.  This 

is economically inefficient and has denied the Cable Carriers the opportunity to 

earn a fair return.  

94. CNOC’s request for annual reviews, while continuing to apply a 10 year study 

period, would serve to aggravate the problems the Cable Carriers sought to avoid 

with their proposal.  The fixed Capacity Rate would be reset each year based on a 

new, potentially lower weighted average.  Under this scenario, the network 

providers would never recover their costs.  The fixed rate would become a moving 

target that never reflected the latter half of the study period.  

95. In addition, CNOC’s request for annual reviews disregards the fact that the 

Commission’s approved costing methodology incorporates factors that account for 

future changes in costs and demand. The Capacity Rates are based on costs that 

have already been adjusted to reflect “annual decreases in the capital unit 

costs”.44  The Commission applied the adjustment based on expectations of 

increased equipment capacity at a lower cost in response to technological 

advances and the “rapid growth in internet traffic and internet applications” 45.  The 

Capacity Rates also take account of increases in traffic growth forecast by the 

Cable Carriers, adjusted by the Commission in TRP 2011-703.46   

96. An annual review of the costs and demand would need to take into account these 

assumptions that have been built into the costing studies.  For example, care 

would need to be taken to avoid double counting cost savings that have already 

been reflected in the Capacity Rates.  Conversely, there is also the possibility that 

the forecast cost savings did not materialize.  In this circumstance, the costs would 

have been understated and the approved Capacity Rates would need to be 

increased.   

                                                 
44 TRP 2011-703, section III.i.c), paragraphs 99-108. 
45 TRP 2011-703, paragraph 104. 
46 TRP 2011-703, paragraphs 94-98. 
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97. The effect of CNOC’s request is that rates would be based on annual 10 year cost 

studies that provide wholesale ISP customers with the benefits of 9 years of future 

cost savings that will never be realized by the Cable Carriers.  

98. For all of the above reasons, the Cable Carriers submit the Commission should 

reject CNOC’s request to conduct annual reviews.  

 
VIII. Transition to Aggregated POIs 

99. CNOC requested that the Commission amend the transition period for TPIA 

aggregated POIs from two to three years.  In support of its request, CNOC argued 

that extending the transition period would allow wholesale ISP customers to enter 

into a three year term contract for transport facilities to add capacity to the 

disaggregated POIs.   

100. The Cable Carriers submit that extending the transition period is not justified.  The 

Commission determined that the Cable Carriers were to implement aggregated 

POIs in Telecom Regulatory Policy 2010-632.  The shift to aggregated POIs was 

in response to requests from wholesale ISP customers.  As noted in TRP 2010-

632, “TekSavvy submitted that traffic should be aggregated to the greatest extent 

possible to enable competitors to reach critical mass and compete.”47  

101. TRP 2011-703 established a transition period that will not expire until November 

2013, more than three years from the date that the Commission first indicated that 

Cable Carriers were to modify their TPIA services to more aggregated POIs.  This 

lengthy transition period already affords wholesale ISP customers more than 

enough time to modify their existing term contracts for facilities.   

102. CNOC’s request would extend the transition period to November 2014.  This would 

penalize Cable Carriers with more disaggregated POIs by requiring them to invest 

in maintaining those POIs while also making new investments to turn up and 

maintain aggregated POIs.  Moreover, it would undermine the incentives for 

wholesale ISP customers to transition to aggregated POIs. 

                                                 
47 TRP 2010-632, paragraph 81. 
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103. CNOC argued that third party suppliers of transport facilities prefer three year 

contracts for these facilities.  As a result, it claimed that a wholesale ISP customer 

may be forced to forgo growing its customer base or pay higher costs for transport 

facilities.  

104. If the Commission were to accept CNOC’s argument, there would always be a 

justification to extend the transition period, as each extension to accommodate 

today’s additional transport facilities would beget future extensions to 

accommodate future additions.  An ISP that enters a new three year contract for 

additional transport facilities today would remain under that contract until April 

2015, nearly six months after the proposed revised date for completing the 

transition period.  If that ISP decided it needed to increase its transport facilities a 

year from now, it would remain under contract until April 2016.  It is obvious that 

there needs to be a cut-off point.  CNOC has not demonstrated why there should 

be a different cut-off point than set in TRP 2011-703.  

105. The justification given by CNOC also disregards the rationale for allowing a 

transition period in TRP 2011-703, which was to “give independent service 

providers the time necessary to fulfill or modify their existing term contracts”48 

(emphasis added).  It was never the Commission’s intent that wholesale ISP 

customers be afforded the opportunity to strike new term contracts.  The purpose 

of a transition period is simply to mitigate the impact on wholesale ISP customers 

as they make the adjustment to aggregated POIs, not to allow them to indefinitely 

maintain business as usual at disaggregated POIs. 

106. Underlying CNOC’s request is an attempt to postpone as long as possible the 

implementation of the Capacity Rate pricing regime that applies at aggregated 

POIs but not at disaggregated POIs.  Granting the request would give wholesale 

ISP customers that have not transitioned to aggregated POIs an undue 

competitive advantage.  As a result, wholesale ISP customers would have little 

incentive to complete the transition to aggregated POIs.  

                                                 
48 TRP 2010-703, paragraph 153. 
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107. For all of the above reasons, the Cable Carriers submit the Commission should 

reject CNOC’s request to extend the transition period for aggregated POIs to three 

years. 

 
IX. Interim Rates 

108. CNOC’s final request in its R&V Application is that the Capacity Rates approved in 

TRP 2011-703 for the Cable Carriers be made interim and that those rates be 

adjusted retroactively to the date that they are made interim upon the 

Commission’s final decision in this proceeding. 

109. The Capacity Rates for the Cable Carriers are already interim, pursuant to 

Telecom Decision 2012-60 which made all terms and conditions interim as of 

February 1, 2012.49   

110. The Cable Carriers note that CNOC’s R&V Application is not the only application 

before the Commission that is seeking changes that may impact the Capacity 

Rates.  In light of the fact the Capacity Rates are already interim, and the other 

applications before the Commission, the most expedient course of action is to 

maintain their interim status pending the outcome of this and the other 

proceedings.   

111. The Cable Carriers would urge the Commission not to forgo retroactive 

adjustments to the Capacity Rates, or any other term or condition, should it be 

found that such adjustments would not benefit the wholesale ISP customers.  The 

applications before the Commission seek only to modify the level or method of 

applying those Capacity Rates, rather than to replace the capacity based model 

itself.  There is no impediment to retroactive adjustments as was found to be the 

basis for foregoing retroactive adjustments in TRP 2011-703.50  

  

                                                 
49 Telecom Decision 2012-60, paragraph 26. 
50 TRP 2011-703, paragraphs 188. 
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Appendix A – Critique of the Nordicity Study 
 

A1. At paragraph 11 of its R&V Application, CNOC in referring to a study prepared by 

Nordicity entitled  “Analysis of Incumbent Costs Underlying Capacity-based 

Billing of Independent ISPs” appended to the R&V Application states: 

 
This study demonstrates that the costs that the Commission accepted in 
order to establish capacity charges for the Respondents in TRP 2011-703 
are highly inflated and lead to excessively high Capacity Rates for Bell, 
and by extension to Cogeco, Rogers and Videotron, under the capacity-
based regime approved (“Approved Capacity Model”) in that decision. 

 
A2. The Cable Carriers were struck by the odd wording “and by extension to Cogeco, 

Rogers and Videotron” and with good reason.  

A3. Paragraph 33 of the R&V Application quotes paragraph 5 of Nordicity’s Executive 

Summary which in turn is a paraphrase of paragraph 29 of the Nordicity Study. 

Paragraph 29 is the only paragraph in the entire 60 page document that 

addresses the matter of cable costs.  That paragraph reads as follows: 

 
While we have been able to identify costs for DSL service providers, 
comparable cost data are not publicly available for cable company 
networks. Nevertheless, given that the cost structure for cable cost 
network are generally considered to be lower than those of DSL networks, 
the methodology used in this report could be applied to cable networks 
and logically, the prices for 100Mbps capacity for cable companies would 
be less than those obtained for DSL service providers. [fn. 5] However, we 
are not able to establish those price levels in this exercise. (footnote 
omitted) 
 

A4. It is striking that while Nordicity admits upfront that they have been unable to 

perform an analysis of cable carrier costs, it is willing to conclude that cable costs 

are lower than DSL costs.  The only supporting reference for the bald assertion 

“that the cost structure for cable cost network [sic] are generally considered to be 

lower than those of DSL networks” is footnote 5 which reads: 

For example, a recent study comparing the costs of various broadband 
access technologies found that the deployment cost for cable network is 
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almost half of DSL’s 
(http://networks.cs.ucdavis.edu/~pulak/papers/broadband_cost_study_AN
TS.pdf) 
 

A5. The Cable Carriers have reviewed the referenced paper (copy provided as 

Attachment 1), which appears to be a working paper from October 2008 found on 

the website of the University of California Davis, Department of Computer 

Science.   The paper provides no support for the assertion that the deployment 

cost for cable network is almost half of DSL’s.  The paper does not study the 

network costs of either a DSL or cable network. 

A6. It appears that Nordicity has drawn its conclusion from Table VI of the paper, 

entitled “Access Technology Deployment Cost for City of Davis”. That table does 

nothing more than conclude that a $50 cable modem  that provides downstream 

throughput of 6 Mbps is almost half the cost on a per Mbps basis of a $30 DSL 

modem that provides throughput of 2 Mbps.  The sole cost included in this 

comparison is the cost of the modems.51  Nordicity, and by extension CNOC, 

have provided no evidence whatsoever to support their claim that the cost 

structure of cable networks is lower than those of DSL networks.  The irony of the 

reference is that although the modem is not even a part of the wholesale service 

provided by the telephone and cable carriers, it is the only item costed in the 

study relied on by Nordicity to support its claim. 

A7. As the Cable Carriers do not use DSL technology this Answer will not address 

Nordicity’s DSL analysis, but a sceptical eye should be applied to that analysis 

based on the completely unsupported bold statements asserted for the cable 

networks that are simply incorrect. 

                                                 
51  The paper uses a unit (ONU) reference price of $100 in its analysis. Table II presents the Component 

Costs showing a DSL modem as costing 0.3 ONU units, or $30, and a cable modem as costing 0.5 
ONU units, or $50. To derive the results in Table VI these costs are divided by the average Mbps 
throughput presented in Section IV, A for DSL and Section IV, B for Cable Modem. These paragraphs 
in Section IV explain that the only costs for DSL and Cable Modem included in the analysis are the 
costs of the respective modems. The paper simply states that almost all homes in Davis have twisted 
pair cabling and wiring for cable service and therefore only a modem is needed to provide broadband 
service at the throughput speeds assumed in the study.  

http://networks.cs.ucdavis.edu/~pulak/papers/broadband_cost_study_ANTS.pdf
http://networks.cs.ucdavis.edu/~pulak/papers/broadband_cost_study_ANTS.pdf
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Appendix B – Critique of the AGI Report 
 
B1. At paragraph 12 of its R&V Application, CNOC referred to a study prepared by 

Analysis Group, Inc. (“AGI”) entitled  “report on the Impact of Capacity-based 

Wholesale Tariffs on Independent ISPs” (the AGI Report).  The conclusions from 

the AGI Report were cited at paragraph 58 of CNOC’s R&V Application.   

a. The capacity rates struck under the revised tariff model are not 
supportive of sustainable competition from independent ISPs since the 
rates do not incent independent ISPs to expand their services or expand 
their consumer bases, nor accommodate the expected growth in peak 
utilization. 
b. The capacity rates struck under the revised tariff model harm those 
independent ISPs that attempt to provide higher volume usage to their 
consumers. 
c. The capacity rates struck under the revised tariff model harm those 
independent ISPs with larger consumer bases and independent ISPs with 
medium to high average peak utilization by subscriber. 
d. The one exception to the above conclusion is the capacity rate 
approved for MTS Allstream; it is substantially lower and is found to be 
sufficiently supportive of sustainable competition. 
 

B2. The AGI Report derives estimates of what it would cost a wholesale ISP 

customer to provide service to retail customers using the Access and Capacity 

Rates approved in TRP 2011-703 for Bell Canada, Rogers, and Videotron.  It 

compares these estimates to:  (a) the wholesale ISP customers’ current retail 

rates; (b) the wholesale ISP customers’ costs under the legacy cost per line that 

was in place prior to February 1, 2012; and (c) the wholesale ISP customers’ 

costs under the new rate structure using the Capacity Rates approved for MTS 

Allstream but with no other changes to the wholesale rates.  

B3. The Exhibits included with the AGI Report indicate that the legacy cost per line 

were not particularly sensitive to the capacity (or volume) of traffic used by the 

subscriber.  This ignores the fact that Videotron’s TPIA tariffs included separate 

usage charges.  Setting that aside, it should be apparent that replacing a non-

usage-sensitive tariff structure with the usage sensitive tariff structure approved 
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in TRP 2011-703 would result in some changes in the resulting wholesale access 

costs.   

B4. It is not unexpected that the cost to serve higher capacity end-users would be 

different under Capacity Rates when compared to a flat-rated tariff structure.  

While it may cost more to serve higher capacity end-users under the new tariff 

structure, it would cost less to serve lower capacity end-users.  It follows that 

wholesale ISP customers with a disproportionate number of higher capacity end-

users may need to adjust their retail price plans.   

B5. The Exhibits also indicate that, based on the data gathered from ISPs, the 

current retail plan prices were lowest for the higher capacity end-users, while 

those with the lowest capacity usage had slightly higher prices and the medium 

capacity users had the highest price, on a weighted average basis.   

B6. The comparison to current retail plan pricing may be unreliable given that there 

have been widespread reports of independent ISPs introducing a number of new 

retail price plans since the rates approved in TRP 2011-703 took effect.  It is not 

evident the extent to which the price changes were captured in the data gathered 

by AGI in its analysis.  

B7. The comparisons in Exhibits 11 and 12 replace the Capacity Rates for Bell, 

Rogers and Videotron with the Capacity Rates approved for MTS Allstream.  

However, the analysis ignored the fact that a wholesale ISP customer of MTS 

Allstream would face higher rates for other components of the tariff.  The fixed 

cost/line under the MTS Allstream tariff is $23.08 per month.  Substituting that 

into the analysis in Exhibit 11 indicates that the wholesale costs would increase 

for each type of subscriber, ranging from 80% to more than 100% increase.  

Moreover, the wholesale costs would exceed the current retail price plans for 

each type of subscriber, indicating that independent ISPs would be no better off 

under the MTS Allstream wholesale rates.   

B8. The lower Capacity Rates approved for MTS Allstream are not indicative of 

errors in the costing inputs or methodology of the Cable Carriers.  Rather, as 
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noted in TRP 2011-703, the lower Capacity Rates approved for MTS Allstream 

are a reflection of the different way that MTS Allstream proposed to recover its 

costs, as well as differences in the network used to provide the wholesale access 

service.52  The comparison to MTS Allstream’s Capacity Rates also ignores the 

fact that the underlying network serves only three exchanges and less than 

200,000 broadband subscribers.53   

B9. The implication of the comparison is that MTS Allstream’s wholesale access 

service is “competitively” priced.  However, AGI was unable to include costing 

information for MTS Allstream “due to a lack of data”.54  The minimal presence of 

independent ISPs appears to contradict the very favourable portrayal of MTS 

Allstream’s wholesale rates.  

B10. It is disingenuous to argue that other network providers should have Capacity 

Rates comparable to MTS Allstream when this would deny them the opportunity 

to recover their costs, including costs that MTS Allstream is permitted to recover 

through higher rates for other tariff elements.   

B11. The AGI Report also presented evidence of “severe margin compression” over 

time as traffic generated by the independent ISPs increased.  The compression 

in traffic volumes assumes that the independent ISPs’ retail pricing plans 

remained unchanged even as the capacity used by subscribers increased.   

B12. Providing more capacity on the network increases the costs of operating that 

network.  If wholesale ISP customers require more capacity to support the 

demands of their subscribers, it is entirely reasonable that they should pay for the 

additional capacity.   

 

***END OF DOCUMENT*** 

                                                 
52 TRP 2011-703, footnote 56. 
53 MTS Allstream, Financial Information for the quarter ended December 31, 2011.  
54 AGI Report, paragraph 32. 
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Abstract—This paper provides a simple techno-economic study
of various access network technologies for broadband data service
delivery, including their deployment cost analysis. This study
compares the deployment cost per unit bandwidth of different
access technologies from a city perspective and can serve as a
guideline for future access network deployment in the urban area.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optical backbone networks have experienced a significant
increase in capacity. Data can be carried at Tbps bandwidth
across long distances. However, carrying information to the
residential customer still depends on legacy low-bandwidth
access networks. It have been predicted that the per-home
bandwidth demand will increase to as high as 70 Mbps in the
future [1]. Existing access network technologies such as Digital
Subscriber Line (xDSL), Cable Modem, Wireless and Cellular
data services, etc. do not come close to meeting this demand.
FTTX (fiber-to-the-X) technology is expensive today although
it can provide much higher bandwidth to both residential and
business customers. Hence, its deployment is limited to a small
portion of urban areas. Consequently, the residential access
network infrastructure remains as a major obstacle for the
deployment of a broadband telecommunications network [1].

Fig. 1. Davis population density map (Courtesy: DataPlace [2]).

There are several access technologies proposed
and deployed in the market. Which one is most
suitable for future broadband access? The selec-
tion of technology depends on customer demand
characteristics and existing infrastructure issues.

In this paper, we provide a cost analysis for
deploying various access technologies in a city
area. The study considers the options that are
likely to be prevalent in the foreseeable future. We
take the city of Davis (in Northern California) as
an example for the deployment cost assessment.
Davis has a nice blend of competitive market
segments in the downtown area and bandwidth-
savvy residential customers. This work enables
us to establish a guideline for broadband access
upgrade strategies.

II. BROADBAND ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES

Today, there is a broad range of access tech-
nologies readily available for upgrade. The en-
hanced copper or xDSL systems cover various
technologies such as asymmetric DSL (ADSL),
very-high-speed DSL (VDSL), and high-bit-rate
DSL (HDSL). xDSL technologies use existing
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) in-
frastructure to provide broadband service, and the
claimed peak bandwidth for this technology is
upto 10 Mbps. Cable modem technology uses co-axial cable
to provide Internet service along with digital TV. The peak
bandwidth is upto 30 Mbps (as claimed) [1]. Wireless access
technologies such as Wireless Fidelity (WiFi) (peak bandwidth

54 Mbps), Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access
(WiMAX) (peak bandwidth 100 Mbps), and Cellular data
service (peak bandwidth 10 Mbps) [1] are candidates for future
access alternatives.

FTTX option is expensive but provides bandwidth in the
Gbps range. Passive Optical Network (PON) is the leading
choice for fiber access network deployment because it has
only passive elements in the fiber plant. A PON segment
is headed by an Optical Line Terminal (OLT) which drives
several Optical Network Units (ONU) which in turn serve end-
users. Hybrid Wireless-Optical Broadband Access Network
(WOBAN) is a novel broadband access architecture which cap-
tures the best of both the optical and wireless worlds. WOBAN
consists of a wireless network at the front-end supported by
an optical backhaul, and can provide high bandwidth [3].

The access technologies that are considered in this paper
are: (1) xDSL Technologies, (2) Cable Modem, (3) FTTX
(Fiber Options) (4) WiFi Wireless Access, and (5) WOBAN
with WiFi and WiMAX. Broadband radio alternatives, satellite-
based alternatives, and cellular data service are not considered
mainly due to lack of deployment-cost information; also the
alternatives considered seem to be the leading choices today.

III. CASE STUDY: DAVIS PERSPECTIVE

To evaluate the cost and deployment issues, we consider a
hypothetical broadband access deployment scenario in Davis,
which is a small city in Northern California near Sacramento.
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Davis is the home of the University of California, Davis. The
UC Davis area in the City of Davis is excluded from our study
because UC Davis has its own network infrastructure.

A. Davis Demography

According to the 2000 census, Davis has a population of
60,341 with 23,259 households, and average household size
is 2.5 [2]. Figure 1 shows the map of population density
in the Davis area. We can divide Davis into seven smaller
zones. Using the data obtained from [2], we can estimate the
population of each zone, as shown in Table I.

The downtown area has a rich variety of businesses. The
area is approximately five blocks by five blocks. Each square
block has around ten businesses which can employ broadband
access. As a result, we need around 250 business connections
in the downtown area for broadband access deployment.

TABLE I
DAVIS POPULATION DATA.

Zone Area Size
(sq. miles)

Approx.
Population

Approx.
Households

West Davis 0.8 7, 800 3, 000
North Davis 0.64 5, 500 2, 100
East Davis 1.76 12, 900 5, 300
Central Davis 1.2 24, 400 9, 600
Wildhorse 0.44 1, 400 400
Downtown 0.175 2, 000 600 + 250

offices
South Davis 0.86 6, 000 2, 250

Total 5.88 60, 000 23, 500

IV. DEPLOYMENT COSTS

Different access technologies require differest sets of com-
ponents for deployment (see Table II). By knowing the major

TABLE II
VARIOUS COMPONENTS FOR ACCESS NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES.

Technology Major Components
xDSL Twisted pair cable + DSL modem
Cable Modem Coaxial cable + Cable modem
WiFi WiFi routers + Gateways
Fiber Options (PON) OLT + ONUs + OLT-to-ONU fiber + ONU-to-

customer fiber
WOBAN OLT + ONUs + WiFi/WiMAX routers + OLT-

to-ONU fiber

components of various access technologies, we can quantify
their expenses from various sources. Table III gives the esti-
mated costs of major components for various access technolo-
gies. We normalize each component cost using the cost of an
ONU ($100) as a reference price, so each price is given in ONU
unit. For our cost calculations, we assume the same date rate
will be provided to both residential and business customers.

A. xDSL Technologies

It is our experience that almost all Davis houses have
twisted-pair cabling and the entire city area is connected by
POTS (Plain Old Telecommunication System). Therefore, there
is no need to lay twisted-pair cables to provide xDSL service.
Although it is claimed that xDSL can provide peak rate up to
10 Mbps, our experience in Davis area shows that the highest
available bandwidth in approximately 2 Mbps. Hence, we use 2
Mbps as the average bandwidth for xDSL technologies during

TABLE III
COMPONENT COSTS.

Component Cost (in ONU units)
DSL Modem 0.3 [4]
Cable Modem 0.5 [4]
ONU 1 [3]
OLT 50 [3]
Fiber Installation cost (trenching + material +
labor and installation)

1000/mile [3]

WiFi Routers 1 [5]
WiFi Gateway 3.5 [5]
WiMAX Base Station (BS) 300 [5]
WiMAX Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) 1 [5]

our per-Mbps cost calculation later. To provide DSL service
to all households in Davis, we need a DSL modem in each
household. This will cost 23, 500× 0.3 = 7, 050 ONU units.

B. Cable Modem

As in xDSL, almost all Davis households also have wiring
for cable service. Therefore, we need to install one cable
modem per home in the city. Again, although the claimed
bandwidth is 30 Mbps for cable modem, our experience shows
that it is around 6 Mbps in Davis area. So, the average
bandwidth considered during our per-Mbps cost calculation
later for Cable Modem technology is 6 Mbps. The total cost
of deployment will be 23, 500× 0.5 = 11, 750 ONU units.

C. WiFi

This option requires more effort to estimate the deployment
cost. Total number of WiFi routers needed to provide a certain
bandwidth to a service area is itself a planning problem. The
scope of this report does not cover this problem. Therefore,
we will use some empirical data available from the wireless
mesh deployment initiatives in other cities. We consider two
such initiatives – (a) Mountain View CA and (b) Corpus Christi
TX – as these two cities are similar to Davis with respect to
area. Google has implemented a wireless mesh in Mountain
View, and the city of Corpus Christi used Tropos networking
elements with the help of Pronto Networks to build its mesh
[6]. Mountain View mesh has 400 routers covering 12 sq-miles
while Corpus Christi pilot mesh covers 18.5 sq-miles with 300
routers [6]. From these wireless mesh deployments, it is found
that, to provide a bandwidth of 2 Mbps in Mountain View, one
needs to deploy 35-40 routers per sq-mile. Mountain View has
population of 70, 467 with population density of 5, 860/sq-mile.
These 35-40 routers will be driven by a gateway. Therefore,
in our deployment scenario for Davis, we consider to deploy
40 routers and 1 gateway per sq-mile for a population density
of 5, 860/sq-mile (Reference Density (RD)). In the downtown
area, to provide upto 2 Mbps of data rate to 250 offices, we
need approximately 5 more routers (derived using RD data).
Thus, the number of routers and gateways needed for each city
zone in Davis are given in Table IV.

Therefore, our cost will be 406 + 13 × 3.5 ≈ 452 ONU
units to deploy WiFi mesh in Davis.

D. Fiber Options

In a typical PON, the OLT is located at the telecom Central
Office (CO), and fiber is laid from OLT to the ONUs and
from ONU to the customer premises. To deploy a PON, we
assume that an OLT is placed in the city’s (Davis) CO located
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TABLE IV
WIRELESS COMPONENT ESTIMATES FOR CITY OF DAVIS.

Zone Approx.
Population

Density

Approx. # of
Wireless
Routers

Approx. #
of Gateways

West Davis 2×RD 64 2
North Davis 1×RD 26 1
East Davis 1.37×RD 96 3
Central Davis 3.30×RD 158 4
Wildhorse 0.36×RD 7 1
Downtown 1.62×RD 12+5 routers for

offices = 17
1

South Davis 1.1×RD 38 1

Total 406 13

TABLE V
NUMBER OF ONUS REQUIRED FOR PON DEPLOYMENT IN DAVIS.

Zone # of
households

# of ONUs
(2.5 Gbps)

# of ONUs
(10 Gbps)

West Davis 3, 000 84 21
North Davis 2, 100 59 15
East Davis 5, 300 149 37
Central Davis 9, 600 269 68
Wildhorse 400 12 3
Downtown 600 households

+ 250 offices
24 6

South Davis 2, 250 63 16

Total 23, 500 660 166

in Downtown Davis. Optical fiber installation is expensive
(USD 100,000 per mile in metropolitan area) [3], and it is
reported that about 85% of this amount is tied to trenching and
installing a new duct [3]. The rest (about 15%) of the expense
involves the cost of new fiber and raw materials. In the US, an
estimated 95% of localities are within 1-1.5 km of fiber-optic
infrastructure [3]. Hence, we can assume that most of Davis is
within the reach of fiber-optic ducts. Therefore, we do not need
to lay totally new fiber from OLT to ONUs. On average, we
will need to lay 0.5 mile of fiber to each ONU. Also, from the
ONU to the customer (average 0.5 mile), new fiber duct needs
to be trenched. We further assume that current ONU capacity
is 2.5 Gbps, and in future, ONU capacity will reach 10 Gbps.
Each user (residential/business) has a bandwidth demand of 70
Mbps. Using these data, we calculate the number of ONUs
required to serve the city of Davis, as shown in Table V.

We have to lay on average 0.5 mile of fiber to each ONU.
This requires additional cost of 500 ONU units (1000 ONU
units/mile ×0.5 mile) per ONU deployment. Therefore, at 2.5
Gbps ONU capacity, cost is 660×500+660 = 330, 660 ONU
units to take fiber from OLT to ONUs. At 10 Gbps ONU
capacity, this cost will be 166 × 500 + 166 = 83, 166 ONU
units. We also need to lay last 0.5 mile of fiber to each house-
hold. This requires additional 23, 500 × 500 = 11, 750, 000
ONU units, giving us total cost of 11, 750, 000 + 330, 660 =
12, 080, 660 ONU units at 2.5 Gbps, and 11, 750, 000 +
83, 166 = 11, 833, 166 ONU units at 10 Gbps.

E. WOBAN

We can employ either WiFi or WiMAX technology as the
wireless front-end and PON as optical backhaul of WOBAN
[3]. The deployment cost of the PON segment in WOBAN is
similar to fiber (PON) option’s OLT to ONUs cost. However,
instead of laying fiber from ONU to the customer premises,
WOBAN uses wireless access. Therefore, we need to calculate

TABLE VI
ACCESS TECHNOLOGY DEPLOYMENT COSTS FOR CITY OF DAVIS.

Options Current Cost (per
Mbps) (ONU unit)

Future Cost (per
Mbps) (ONU unit)

xDSL 0.15 -
Cable Modem 0.083 -
WiFi 0.0096 -
Fiber options 7.34 7.19
WOBAN (with WiFi) 0.27 0.075
WOBAN (with WiMAX) 0.15 0.046

the last-hop (from ONU to the customer) deployment cost and
add it with the OLT to ONU deployment cost (which is already
calculated in the fiber option deployment). This will give us
the total cost of WOBAN deployment at Davis.

If we deploy WiFi mesh for WOBAN front-end, we need
to have a wireless router in each customer premise. The
deployment cost of wireless routers in all these premises will
be 23, 500 × 0.5 = 11, 750 ONU units (one wireless router
costs 0.5 ONU unit). Therefore, the total deployment cost
of WOBAN with WiFi mesh will be 330, 660 + 11, 750 =
342, 410 ONU units (at 2.5 Gbps ONU capacity). At 10
Gbps, the total deployment cost of WOBAN will be 83, 166+
11, 750 = 94, 916 ONU units.

Similarly, if we use a WiMAX front-end in WOBAN, we
need to deploy WiMAX Base Stations (BS) and WiMAX
Customer Premise Equipments (CPE). For each population
zone in Davis, we assume to deploy one WiMAX BS. Each
customer premise will have one CPE. Therefore, the total
deployment cost will be 330, 660+7×300+23, 500 = 356, 260
ONU units (at 2.5 Gbps). At 10 Gbps, the total deployment
cost will be 83, 166+7×300+23, 500 = 108, 766 ONU units.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Table VI summarizes our findings in this cost analysis.
The “Current Cost” is calculated using the currently-available
bandwidth for different technologies while the “Future Cost”
(per Mbps) is obtained using future attainable bandwidth. We
observe that for lower bandwidth demand (less than 2 Mbps),
WiFi mesh is a cost-effective solution. However, for moderate
bandwidth (around 5 Mbps), Cable Modem technology may
be suitable. In future, xDSL, Cable Modem, or WiFi will
not be able to meet the demands of bandwidth-savvy users.
Therefore, future costs for these technologies have not been
presented. The future bandwidth demand per household would
grow to around 100 Mbps. Then, WOBAN with WiMAX front-
end would be a cost-effective solution. For higher bandwidth,
FTTX will be the only broadband access option. However, the
initial cost of fiber deployment will be high compared to other
access technologies. WOBAN with WiMAX will give cheaper
bandwidth in future when WiMAX capacities are expected to
reach 1 Gbps [3].
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	22. It is noteworthy that when the Commission conducted a comprehensive review of its Rules of Practice and Procedure culminating in a new set of rules on December 23, 2010, just 15 months ago, the process proposed by CNOC was not included in the new Rules�
	23. In light of the Commission’s rulings, it would be wrong to adopt CNOC’s proposed process on an ad hoc basis in the context of CNOC’s R&V Application.
	CNOC has failed to establish that its lack of access to confidential information deprived it of an opportunity to meaningfully participate in the proceeding
	24. The third reason for rejecting CNOC’s proposal is that even if the Commission had adopted the procedures on which it sought public comment in 2007, CNOC would have failed the test for confidential access proposed at that time.  That test required the p�
	25. As will be explained below, CNOC’s proposal fails on two counts.  First, in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding, the issues identified in Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2011-77 were all methodological and could be addressed fully without detailed costing �
	26. Turning to the first issue in depth, in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding, the issues identified in Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2011-77 were all methodological:
	27. These issues were broad policy issues or issues concerning billing methodologies – not costing data.  They could be, and were, fully canvassed and addressed without access to the data to which CNOC now seeks access.
	28. The primary issue for consideration in the public proceeding that followed the Public Notice was the appropriate billing model for use in connection with wholesale high-speed Internet services offered by the ILECs and Cable Carriers.  That issue revolv�
	29. This is also true of the variances sought in CNOC’s Implementation Application and its Application for Review and Variance of TRP 2011-703.
	30. CNOC’s Implementation Application raises three issues which may be summarized as follows:
	31. None of these issues requires access to confidential information.
	32. The same is true of CNOC’s Application for Review and Variance of TRP 2011-703.  As discussed in the Cable Carriers’ substantive response to CNOC’s other grounds for review and variance, that application raises a number of non-procedural issues.  As no�
	33. CNOC has failed to establish that its ability to participate in a meaningful way was in any way affected by its lack of access to relevant data.  It would therefore appear that CNOC’s request to have access to all of the Cable Carriers’ confidential co

	34.  Turning to the company tariff filings, CNOC did not claim that it could not meaningfully participate in the proceeding.  It is only now after CNOC has seen the approved rates that it retroactively argues that it could not meaningfully participate.
	35. More importantly, CNOC’s assertion is incorrect. CNOC filed extensive comments on the various companies’ tariff filings on January 10, 2011.  CNOC posed 40 requests for information to Cogeco, QMI, Rogers and Shaw alone on February 11, 2011 with additio

	36. In its 71-page Final Written Argument filed on July 29, 2011, CNOC’s submission on the matter of transparency in tariffing was found in paragraphs 87 (for the ILEC cost studies) and paragraph 176 (for the cable carriers cost studies):
	At the outset CNOC notes that, in a number of cases, [ILECs] cable carriers have filed, in confidence, certain information required by interested parties to test the cable carriers’ evidence. The Commission has supported a certain number of these clai...

	37. In those cases where the reasonableness of the carriers’ costs needed to be assessed by the Commission using confidential information provided by the carriers, the Commission exercised its judgment with assistance from its staff, who have training in t�
	Procedural Fairness
	38. Finally, the rules of procedural fairness that CNOC seeks to rely on to establish an error of law in the TRP 2011-703 process, do not extend to the level of granularity alleged by CNOC in its R&V Application, where a carrier’s confidential information �
	39. The duty to be fair is a principle of natural justice. The presence of a duty to be fair cannot be assumed to exist in all instances; it must be proven. The Cable Carriers concede that this is the type of proceeding to which procedural fairness applies�
	40. Historically, the right to procedural fairness consisted of two rights: the right to be heard and the right to have an impartial adjudicator. Over time, the content of a duty of fairness moved beyond these two categories, to a general duty of fairness �
	41. Procedural fairness will include a variety of specific procedures. These must include the requirements of notice of the proceeding, consultation with and input from affected parties by written or oral arguments. The procedures must be “meaningful and r�
	42. On the nature and mandate of the tribunal, the Supreme Court of Canada stated of administrative tribunals that:
	Those that are primarily adjudicative in their functions will be expected to comply with the standard [of procedural fairness] applicable to courts.... At the other end of the scale are boards with popularly elected members such as those dealing with ...
	43. In other words, in the context of a criminal trial, the right to procedural fairness will differ from what is required in the context of a statutory, policy-making tribunal. The duty of procedural fairness for the latter is generally more lenient. The 
	44. In the TRP 2011-703 preceding the Commission sought input from interested parties on the issues it had identified in its public notice, including the public at large. It did so because it recognized that this was not a dispute between the carriers and 
	45. All parties were afforded the same treatment in the proceeding. The consultation leading up to the decision was extensive and afforded all parties opportunities to be heard at each stage of the public process. The public process included the following �
	 The Commission issued a public notice identifying the issues to be addressed in submissions;
	 The Commission entertained submissions from CNOC and other parties on expansion of the scope of the public proceeding and made rulings on these applications after hearing from other interested parties;
	 Parties were given the opportunity to file written submissions and evidence;
	 Parties were given the opportunity to pose interrogatories to the other interested parties to clarify their evidence or submissions or to ask other relevant questions;
	 Interested parties were given the opportunity to challenge any claims to confidential treatment of information and the parties asserting such claims were required to defend their positions prior to a written ruling by the Commission;
	 Parties were permitted to appear at a public hearing to present their views to the Commission;
	 Parties were permitted to file written arguments;
	 The Commission issued a final written decision with reasons.

	46. The Commission was transparent about the issues in the proceeding and the evidence it would, and did consider in making its decision. The Commission afforded parties an opportunity to debate the question of confidentiality. It found that the harm that �
	47. In requesting further access to confidential business information, the Applicant is effectively seeking to put itself in the position of the Commission. Procedural fairness does not require the Commission to give each party all the information such tha�
	48. By providing all of these opportunities to participate, the Commission has fully satisfied the requirements of natural justice for procedural fairness.
	49. The rules of natural justice do not require that CNOC be placed in the same position as the Commission to render a decision.  They simply require that CNOC be given notice of the issues, access to enough non-confidential material as is necessary to com�
	50. CNOC argued that the Capacity Rates resulting from TRP 2011-703 are unreasonable and unaffordable, and will not lead to sustainable competition.12F   In support of these claims, CNOC filed two reports: (a) “Analysis of Incumbent Costs Underlying Capaci�
	51. The Cable Carriers submit that the Nordicity Report relies on flawed assumptions to support its conclusions respecting the costs of the Cable Carriers’ networks.  As detailed in Appendix A to this submission, the Nordicity Report relied on irrelevant i�
	52. The AGI Report claimed that the Capacity Rates would not provide independent ISPs with sufficient margins to compete in the retail market, based on a comparison of legacy wholesale access service rates, the independent ISPs’ retail rates and the Capaci�
	53. The AGI Report’s negative view of the affordability of the Cable Carriers’ Capacity Rates stands in stark contrast to public statements by independent ISPs and changes they have made to their retail rates since TRP 2011-703 took effect.
	“We’ve seen massive growth of new clients,” [Jean-Phillippe] Béique [president and owner of Electronic Box Inc.] said. “We pretty much doubled our size in three months.”
	Distributel has seen an influx of new customers under the capacity-based regime after undertaking an aggressive marketing campaign in the Montreal area, Cohen said.13F
	54. As this article demonstrates, independent ISPs have improved their competitive position as a result of the Capacity Rates approved in TRP 2011-703.  This has been the case not just in Quebec but in other regions as well.  Independent ISPs offer retail �
	55. The evidence from the retail market indicates that TRP 2011-703 has been positive for independent ISPs that want to use TPIA services.  In contrast, there is little evidence that independent ISPs have sought out MTS Allstream’s wholesale access service�
	56. CNOC claimed that the Commission erred by approving Capacity Rates for the Cable Carriers based on using conversion factors to convert costs per volume, measured in GB/month, to costs per peak capacity, measured in Mbps/month.  CNOC argued that derivat�
	57. The AGI Report described a two step process whereby the total usage costs were divided by the total GB transferred in a month and that cost per gigabyte was converted to a cost per Mbps using a conversion factor.15F   This overly simplistic description�
	58. The Cable Carriers derived the total usage costs based on the facilities necessary to provision the 95th percentile of the peak of total traffic on the Cable Carriers’ network.  Thus, the measure of costs in the numerator for the derivation of unit cos�
	59. The Cable Carriers had proposed that wholesale ISP customers be charged a rate per GB, so the unit costs were derived by dividing the total costs by GB of traffic volume.  In response to requests for information from the Commission, the Cable Carriers �
	60. The CNOC R&V Application implies that a different Capacity Rate per Mbps would have been obtained if the Cable Carriers had divided the total costs by Mbps in the first instance rather than applying a conversion factor.  This is not mathematically poss�
	61. This can be demonstrated by the following illustrative examples.  In the first example, a volume rate is calculated that is then converted to a capacity rate.  In the second example, a capacity rate is calculated directly.  In both examples, the total �
	62. As the above example indicates, the Capacity Rate is unaffected by the fact that the Cable Carriers applied a conversion factor to obtain the Capacity Rate from a volume-based rate rather using capacity measured in Mbps to calculate the rate in the fir�
	63. The issues raised by CNOC in its R&V Application regarding the Cable Carriers’ methodology to derive the Capacity Rate are not caused by the introduction of additional steps in the derivation.  Rather, the concerns are whether the units of demand emplo�
	64. Costing and rating exercises, by their nature, are based on forecasts. It is not possible to guarantee that these forecasts will match perfectly the actual costs, or demand associated with the service going forward.  However, the potential for discrepa�
	65. The AGI Report argues that a GB/month to Mbps conversion factor cannot be reliably calculated because Internet usage has not exhibited consistent usage patterns.18F   Yet it does not demonstrate that measuring usage in terms of Mbps would be unaffected�
	66. CNOC’s suggestion that MTS Allstream’s Capacity Rate is “much lower than the others” because it was based on peak capacity rather than volume is without merit.  MTS Allstream’s Capacity Rate is lower for the reasons noted in TRP 2011-703:
	67. The costs used in the numerator of MTS Allstream’s Capacity Rate, and the fact that MTS Allstream’s tariff structure recovers some of its costs from one-time service charges, explain the differences in the Capacity Rates among carriers.  It is not beca�
	68. CNOC’s wholehearted support for the methodology used by MTS Allstream to derive its Capacity Rate stands in contrast to CNOC’s submission in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding that the MTS Allstream approach was plagued with problems.
	69. CNOC has discarded its concerns with the MTS Allstream methodology in its R&V Application in order to bring about reductions in other carriers’ Capacity Rate to a level comparable with that approved for MTS Allstream.
	70. CNOC has not demonstrated that its proposed methodology to derive the Capacity Rate is superior to the approach used by the Cable Carriers. The variance in the methodology would not alter the level of the rate or address the concerns raised in CNOC’s R�
	71. CNOC argued that the Cable Carriers’ Capacity Rates are inflated because the rates are not based on the demand from all services carried on the shared network.  In support of its argument, CNOC pointed to MTS Allstream’s methodology that included IPTV,�
	72. MTS Allstream provides retail and wholesale Internet services on the same facilities used to provide IPTV. As MTS Allstream stated in the proceeding, its costs reflected shared equipment and network elements.21F   It would be consistent with this costi�
	73. It is not appropriate to compare MTS Allstream’s methodology to the Cable Carriers.  The costs for the Cable Carriers’ traffic-sensitive network resources included in the cost studies for TPIA services reflect internet services only and do not include �
	74. The adjustment sought by CNOC would result in a mismatch between costs and demand drivers for those costs employed by the Cable Carriers in their cost studies.  The effect would be to artificially deflate the costs per unit of demand.
	75. The Commission determined in previous proceedings the attribution of costs between internet and other services provided by the Cable Carriers.22F   Telecom Order 2000-789 provided directions on the appropriate costing of each channel used for internet �
	76. The Cable Carriers’ cost studies filed in the proceeding leading to TRP 2011-703 relied on these past determinations, updated to reflect changes in network usage.26F   The Cable Carriers explained in their responses to the Commission’s interrogatories �
	77. The Cable Carriers do not agree with CNOC’s claim that the Commission erred in failing to consider actual “all services demand” in deriving the Capacity Rate for the Cable Carriers.  TRP 2011-703 noted CNOC’s arguments in that proceeding that bandwidth�
	78. The Cable Carriers submit that CNOC’s R&V Application simply restated the same arguments it filed previously, without any new evidence or proposed adjustments.
	79. The variance sought by CNOC is unsubstantiated by any fact, and would artificially deflate the Capacity Rates of the Cable Carriers by including demand from services that are not causal to the costs used to derive these rates.  Accordingly, the Commiss�
	80. CNOC proposed that the Commission adjust the Capacity Rate such that the cost per unit of demand is reduced by the ratio of the aggregate peak measured across all wholesale ISP customers to the mathematical sum of the individual peaks of each wholesale�
	81. As a practical matter, CNOC did not indicate the source of information that should be used to derive the ratio for its proposed adjustment to the Capacity Rates.31F   However, it would appear that such a ratio would involve taking measurements of actua�
	82. The Cable Carriers submit that this proposed adjustment is without merit.  The Cable Carriers must provision the network to serve the capacity contracted by each wholesale ISP assuming the peaks of the ISPs’ capacity occur at the same time.  The implic�
	83. The more likely scenario is that wholesale ISP customers will seek to fill up the capacity in periods at times other than the peak.  In fact, a number of independent ISPs have introduced retail pricing models that are specifically designed to incent us˘
	84. The Cable Carriers argued in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding against billing based on the wholesale ISP customers’ peaks observed at the POI because these peaks are not aligned with the timing and location of peaks at the nodes within the cable network.  A˘
	85. CNOC’s position in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding was that it was the carriers’ responsibility to manage capacity to deal with peaks in individual network segments.35F   CNOC did not consider it necessary to take into account in the billing model variatio˘
	I would like to just follow up to your question about the individual ISPs having different peaks.  It's actually to the incumbents' advantage. The worst-case scenario would be if every ISP peaked at the exact same time. That would drive the maximum am...
	When it comes to billing, as long as we ensure that all of the costs are properly counted and that the peak rate is meant to recover those costs, the rest will be looked after by the statistical averaging of having so many ISPs affecting the network.37F
	86. CNOC’s submissions in the TRP 2011-703 proceeding acknowledged the potential for overcompensation in the context of its proposed 95th percentile model, but stated it would be “prepared to live with this outcome due to the inherent simplicity and economˇ
	87. CNOC is no longer “prepared to live” with the risk of overcompensation under the Commission’s chosen alternative, even though this capacity model has many of the same benefits of simplicity and efficiency.  It is equally curious that CNOC did not requeˇ
	88. The difference between CNOC’s views in 2011 and now, and the selective application of the adjustment illuminate CNOC’s actual purpose, which is to reduce the Capacity Rates through whatever means it can imagine.  The Cable Carriers submit that CNOC’s pˇ
	89. CNOC argued that the Commission erred in fact because it did not provide “an automatic annual review of Capacity Rates based on the latest cost and peak traffic trends and forecasts.”39F   In support of the request to introduce the annual reviews, CNOCˆ
	90. The Cable Carriers sought annual reviews of the rates based on current usage data, or in the alternative, using a three year average, in their Final Argument in the proceeding leading to TRP 2011-703.41F   The purpose of the annual review sought by theˆ
	91. CNOC stated that it is not seeking to alter the Commission’s approach to “fixing rates over a multi-year study period based on average economic costs over that study period.”42F   The Cable Carriers’ proposed reviews were specifically intended to addreˆ
	92. The Cable Carriers made it clear during their appearance at the oral hearing that fixing a single rate for the entire 10 year study period would be problematic.  The fixed rate represents a weighted average that provides wholesale ISP customers with thˆ
	93. The Cable Carriers would be denied the opportunity to recover the costs of providing capacity unless the fixed rate remained in effect throughout the entire study period.  The Cable Carriers are very concerned that the fixed rate would be changed annuaˆ
	94. CNOC’s request for annual reviews, while continuing to apply a 10 year study period, would serve to aggravate the problems the Cable Carriers sought to avoid with their proposal.  The fixed Capacity Rate would be reset each year based on a new, potenti˙
	95. In addition, CNOC’s request for annual reviews disregards the fact that the Commission’s approved costing methodology incorporates factors that account for future changes in costs and demand. The Capacity Rates are based on costs that have already been˙
	96. An annual review of the costs and demand would need to take into account these assumptions that have been built into the costing studies.  For example, care would need to be taken to avoid double counting cost savings that have already been reflected i˙
	97. The effect of CNOC’s request is that rates would be based on annual 10 year cost studies that provide wholesale ISP customers with the benefits of 9 years of future cost savings that will never be realized by the Cable Carriers.
	98. For all of the above reasons, the Cable Carriers submit the Commission should reject CNOC’s request to conduct annual reviews.
	99. CNOC requested that the Commission amend the transition period for TPIA aggregated POIs from two to three years.  In support of its request, CNOC argued that extending the transition period would allow wholesale ISP customers to enter into a three year˝
	100. The Cable Carriers submit that extending the transition period is not justified.  The Commission determined that the Cable Carriers were to implement aggregated POIs in Telecom Regulatory Policy 2010-632.  The shift to aggregated POIs was in response ˝
	101. TRP 2011-703 established a transition period that will not expire until November 2013, more than three years from the date that the Commission first indicated that Cable Carriers were to modify their TPIA services to more aggregated POIs.  This length˝
	102. CNOC’s request would extend the transition period to November 2014.  This would penalize Cable Carriers with more disaggregated POIs by requiring them to invest in maintaining those POIs while also making new investments to turn up and maintain aggreg˝
	103. CNOC argued that third party suppliers of transport facilities prefer three year contracts for these facilities.  As a result, it claimed that a wholesale ISP customer may be forced to forgo growing its customer base or pay higher costs for transport ˛
	104. If the Commission were to accept CNOC’s argument, there would always be a justification to extend the transition period, as each extension to accommodate today’s additional transport facilities would beget future extensions to accommodate future addit˛
	105. The justification given by CNOC also disregards the rationale for allowing a transition period in TRP 2011-703, which was to “give independent service providers the time necessary to fulfill or modify their existing term contracts”47F  (emphasis added˛
	106. Underlying CNOC’s request is an attempt to postpone as long as possible the implementation of the Capacity Rate pricing regime that applies at aggregated POIs but not at disaggregated POIs.  Granting the request would give wholesale ISP customers that˛
	107. For all of the above reasons, the Cable Carriers submit the Commission should reject CNOC’s request to extend the transition period for aggregated POIs to three years.
	108. CNOC’s final request in its R&V Application is that the Capacity Rates approved in TRP 2011-703 for the Cable Carriers be made interim and that those rates be adjusted retroactively to the date that they are made interim upon the Commission’s final de˚
	109. The Capacity Rates for the Cable Carriers are already interim, pursuant to Telecom Decision 2012-60 which made all terms and conditions interim as of February 1, 2012.48F
	110. The Cable Carriers note that CNOC’s R&V Application is not the only application before the Commission that is seeking changes that may impact the Capacity Rates.  In light of the fact the Capacity Rates are already interim, and the other applications ˚
	111. The Cable Carriers would urge the Commission not to forgo retroactive adjustments to the Capacity Rates, or any other term or condition, should it be found that such adjustments would not benefit the wholesale ISP customers.  The applications before t˚



